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An unmistakable
maverick, Gregory
Gatserelia ﬁlls
yet another
contemporary
Beirut home with
artful objects and
an assured sense
of taste
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In a lounge area, art
by Roger Tallon, coffee
tables by Philippe Hiquily
and Arik Levy, chairs
by George Nakashima
and Niko Koronis, and a
handmade carpet from
Gregory Gatserelia X
Iwan Maktabi

I

nterior architect Gregory Gatserelia is in-between travels, having just
arrived in Beirut from Monaco, where he is working on three projects.
He often passes through the city, as well as Milan and, “very soon,”
Dubai. “I’m thankful I can afford being selective, because I want to be a
boutique, not a production house,” he shares.
Gatserelia’s passion leans towards residential builds. Project 09 is
owned by a Lebanese family and situated in Wadi Abu Jamil, one of the
most prestigious residential areas in Beirut central district. Completing
the design for the 1 300 sqm space took two and a half years. The
architect compares the flow of the interior to a forest. “Sometimes you must cross the
divide to reach the other side, but it’s the same forest,” he says. His most prized aspect
of this penthouse – which features four bedrooms across two floors, as well as a garden
terrace – is that it suits the urban mentality of the owner so well. The space is open but
darker, ensuring the comfortable and cozy aura
the architect and built by Acid Projects. Other pieces in this home include works
wanted in the design brief.
by Roger Tallon, Philippe Hiquily, Peter Lane, Marc Newson, Max Ingrand, and
The owner gave Gatserelia carte blanche in
Victor Vasarely. “I like to introduce artists in my projects and for them to propose an
the design process, and he rose to the challenge
installation or an idea,” Gatserelia says. He doesn’t find fulfillment in just buying and
by dedicating space to an impressive ceramic
displaying objects – he’d rather educate. He prefers clients to understand what they’re
wall sculpture done in Japanese Raku by Marypurchasing, “even if it’s only a small piece, such as an ashtray,” he shares. “I force them
lynn Massoud and Rasha Nawam. “It’s the
to learn, to do their research and homework.” He
backdrop of the dining room and it’s amazing,”
believes that no matter how tiny or grandiose, each
enthuses Gatserelia. He also designed the tree
item has so much more meaning in a home when
suspension lightbulb above the dining table
the owner is knowledgeable about it.
under the banner of The Great Design Disaster,
“If I have one quality, it’s that I have good taste!”
his Milan-based company that creates unique,
he smiles. For his own spaces, he shares, “I am
once-off pieces. “The chandelier is movable and
incapable of designing something for myself and
can open like a tree. It can spread out and cover
I rarely hang anything on the wall because I love
the entire table.” The light fixture hangs above
change. Sometimes I get bored of a painting, so I
a dining table designed by Valentin Loellmann,
turn it against the wall.” His childhood was spent
from Galerie Gosserez. In the living room,
frequenting flea markets in France, chaperoned
MaxAlto tables by Tobia Scarpa are placed
by a French nanny. “She sharpened my vision of
atop a handmade carpet designed by Gatserelia
what good taste is. She would say, ‘Appreciate
for Iwan Maktabi. Two Pierre Jeanneret chairs
what is beautiful from the 17th century to 60s
were sourced from Alexandre Guillemain,
contemporary. There is ugliness in all periods and
while a sculptural staircase was designed by
beauty in all periods.’” He attributes these rich
experiences to shaping his perspective on design
and refining his eye for exquisite objects. Gatserelia’s professional
design journey began in the late 60s in Lebanon, where he received
a degree in interior architecture. Two decades later, at a time when
minimalism was the route followed by most designers, he took a
different direction. To not constrain himself to a specific fad, he
established Gatserelia Design in Toronto, before moving his office
to Beirut in the 90s.
The interior architect gives credit to being surrounded by
women on his team. Since “the wife always takes the lead,” when
it comes to his clients, Gatserelia’s female colleagues remind him
to use refinement and patience. His female clients also spark his
creativity. Sometimes, even a woman’s character or her perfume
inspires him to design a piece. His work can be found in homes,
restaurants, and lounges across the Middle East, Europe, Africa,
and the US, where each project is independent of influence from
his other designs. Project 09 yet again reveals the designer’s creative
abilities in the splendor of materials used. Albeit diverse, one
dependable result of his work is that every space has personality
Gregory
Gatserelia
and unmistakable good taste.

“I like to
introduce
artists in my
projects and
for them to
propose an
installation
or an idea”
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A corner of the
house with a
Robert Longo tiger
on the wall, Pierre
Jeanneret chairs
and Artona tables
by Tobias Scarpa
X Maxalto
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In a lounge
area, Tobias
Pils art on the
wall, with Niko
Koronis chairs
and a Philippe
Hiquily table
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ABOVE Art by Roger Tallon and Tobias Pils, with a side table
by Arik Levy RIGHT A Valentin Loellmann dining table, with
Kinetic chandelier by Gregory Gatserelia BELOW Another
lounge area features a sofa by Max Ingrand, a coffee table by
Pierre Jeanneret, and a mobile sculpture by François Colette

The Sheikha in the
garden. Kaftan, Hamsa

LEFT A corner with a side table by Jean-Marc Lelouch and
wooden chair by Georges Nakashima ABOVE A console by
Ado Chale, with wall art by Jacques Hervouet BELOW Raku
installation by Mary-lynn Massoud on the dining area wall
OPPOSITE The sculptural stairs were designed by Gatserelia
and made by Acid Projects
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